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中 文 摘 要 ： 近年來，人們對於多模態教學法越來越感興趣，但是有關英語教師
如何運用混搭來強化細讀教學的多模態教學法知之甚少。為了解決
這個問題，本研究以社會符號學理論為框架，旨在探討五名高中英
語教師如何發展混搭運用於細讀的教學法，以及他們如何應對所出
現的挑戰。為了探索教師如何使用混搭進行細讀教學，收集了老師
們的教案、混搭設計的放聲思考逐字稿和個人訪談逐字稿等資料
，結果發現教師能夠將各式符號資源應用於細讀教學，特別是運用
線條來表徵概念意義與文本結構，以及使用表情符號來表徵作者的
態度與情緒。為了了解他們遇到的挑戰，收集了老師們的反思報告
和訪談逐字稿，結果發現教師面臨的問題包括混搭教學花費過多時
間，圖片編輯軟體的操作不便，以及學生對混搭強化細讀不那麼積
極的探索。本研究對於細讀教學文獻的貢獻在於探討英語教師如何
透過社會符號學的視角來表徵細讀教學。這項研究建議在新素養課
程中應該明確地加入表徵技能的教學。
中 文 關 鍵 詞 ： 詳讀、混搭、多模態教學法、社會符號學
英 文 摘 要 ： In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in
multimodal pedagogy. However, little is known how English
teachers develop multimodal pedagogy that enhances the
teaching of close reading using mashups. To address this
problem, the present study, theoretically framed in social
semiotics, aims to explore how five high school English
teachers developed the pedagogy associated with mashupenhanced close reading and how they responded to the
challenges arising. To explore how the teachers taught
close reading using mashups, data collected through lesson
plans, mashup think-aloud protocols, and individual
interviews revealed that the teachers were able to apply
semiotic resources to the teaching of close reading in
relation to ideational meanings, textual meanings, and
interpersonal meanings. To identify the challenges, data
collected through reflective reports and interviews
suggested that the problems the teachers confronted
involved excess time consumption, the inconvenient
operations of picture-editing software, and students’ less
active exploration of mashup-enhanced reading. This article
contributes to the literature on the teaching of close
reading by exploring how English teachers could represent
the teaching of close reading via the lens of social
semiotics. This study offers recommendations for the
explicit teaching of representing skills in the new
literacy curriculum.
英 文 關 鍵 詞 ： close reading, mashup, multimodal pedagogy, social
semiotics

How High School English Teachers Can Teach Close Reading Using Mashups:
A Social Semiotics Approach
ABSTRACT
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in multimodal pedagogy. However, little
is known how English teachers develop multimodal pedagogy that enhances the teaching of close
reading using mashups. To address this problem, the present study, theoretically framed in social
semiotics, aims to explore how five high school English teachers developed the pedagogy
associated with mashup-enhanced close reading and how they responded to the challenges arising.
To explore how the teachers taught close reading using mashups, data collected through lesson
plans, mashup think-aloud protocols, and individual interviews revealed that the teachers were able
to apply semiotic resources to the teaching of close reading in relation to ideational meanings,
textual meanings, and interpersonal meanings. To identify the challenges, data collected through
reflective reports and interviews suggested that the problems the teachers confronted involved
excess time consumption, the inconvenient operations of picture-editing software, and students’ less
active exploration of mashup-enhanced reading. This article contributes to the literature on the
teaching of close reading by exploring how English teachers could represent the teaching of close
reading via the lens of social semiotics. This study offers recommendations for the explicit teaching
of representing skills in the new literacy curriculum.
KEYWORDS: close reading, mashup, multimodal pedagogy, social semiotics
INTRODUCTION
To meet the strong demands driven by new media and technology in the twenty-first century,
language learners are expected to develop skills in reading various multimedia texts where language
is integrated with audios and visuals in complex manners. As Kress (2000) maintains, “it is now
impossible to make sense of texts, even their linguistic parts alone, without having a clear idea of
what these other features might be contributing to the meaning of a text” (p. 337). Indeed, this is
actually the concept of multimodal literacy. However, in the context of contemporary foreign
language education, EFL high school teachers in Taiwan tend to focus on the linguistic aspect of
teaching, predominantly dealing with the instruction of vocabulary, grammar, and reading
comprehension. As a consequence, students are rarely guided to take advantage of multimodal
resources to enhance their language learning. Thus, it has been argued there is an urgent need to
incorporate multimodal literacy into school curricula (Jewitt, 2008; Jewitt & Kress, 2003; Kress,
2010; Unsworth, 2001).

Helping EFL learners develop reading comprehension is a common practice in the teaching of
reading. Learners are generally encouraged to understand text meanings by responding to the
reading comprehension questions given by their teachers. However, this instructional method may
not fully enable students to effectively understand and interpret multimodal texts in their
surroundings because they generally lack an opportunity to construct meanings on their own from
the interaction between linguistic and non-linguistic modes (Unsworth, 2017). To help solve this
problem, the present study invited five high school English teachers to collaboratively develop
multimodal pedagogy from which their students could enhance their critical reading skills using
multimodal resources. It is expected that multimodal reading could help learners engage in critical
aspects of reading: evaluate textual messages, raise questions, locate textual evidence, and convey
their emotion (Callow, 2005, 2008; O'Halloran, Tan, & E., 2017; Pantaleo, 2017; Scheibe, 2004).
Although great strides have been made recently in relation to the importance of multimodal reading,
research has only scratched the surface in understanding how and why language teachers utilize
multimodal resources in designing and implementing teaching practices associated with critical
reading. To address this research gap, the present study aims to explore how English teachers can
apply multimodal resources to the teaching of reading.
As in-service teachers apply multimodality to their high-school curriculum teaching, they will
probably encounter difficulties in implementing multimodal reading instructions. Several
challenges have been identified in research on the integration of multimodal resources into foreign
language teaching (Ajayi, 2011; Chan & Zhang, 2017; Choi & Yi, 2016; Drajati, Murtiningsih,
Hapsari, & Rahmaningtyas, 2017; Guo, Amasha, & Tan, 2011; Kendrick, Jones, Mutonyi, &
Norton, 2006; Rodriguez Cruz, 2014; Tan, Bopry, & Guo, 2010). One of the most daunting
challenges involves the tension between multimodal pedagogy and traditional pedagogy. The
present study sets out to explore how the teachers confronted and tackled any challenges arising,
particularly when they needed to consider form-focused instruction. Indeed, it is thought that it will
be beneficial to both teachers and teacher educators if more inquiry is conducted to identify the
challenges faced by the teachers as well as their attempts to address these challenges.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Social Semiotics
Social semiotics theory is based on the assumption that various modes are integrated in
communication (Halliday, 1976). This theory describes the complex ways in which a range of
modes are selected and orchestrated to make meaning, while more specifically, addressing how
verbal, visual, and other semiotic resources are combined to achieve specific communicative

purposes. As Stein (2008) has suggested, “modes work in different ways with different effects, to
create multilayered, communication ensembles” (p. 871). In particular, a mode carries speciﬁc
communicative affordances that can contribute to the construction of multimodal messages (Jewitt,
2009). These modal affordances may help people perform better in certain communicative tasks
(Kress, 2003). For example, novice language learners might not be able to write up their own
personal emotions, but they are more likely to do so using visuals.
Social semiotics also elucidates how individuals construct meanings in specific sociocultural
contexts. As Kress (2003) has argued, “[i]t is no longer possible to think about literacy in isolation
from a vast array of social, technological and economical factors” (p. 1). These factors have an
influence on the ways learners read and write in that the two main language skills are situated in
specific sociocultural contexts. In this sense, multimodal relations can be established through three
“metafunctions”: ideational meaning for representing our experiences in the world, compositional
meaning for interpreting textual layouts, and interpersonal meaning for indicating social relations
and attitudes (Halliday, 1976).
Beyond the traditional notion of literacy, a social semiotic approach to foreign language
teaching and learning is adopted in the present study. In the context of teaching close reading, the
high school English teachers learned to create mashups, in which they could represent subject
matter knowledge and established visual-verbal relations via the use of semiotic resources.
Afterwards, their students were encouraged to create the same artifacts, in which they could impose
ideologies, represent points of view, and evoke desired reactions from their readers (Unsworth,
2001). Insights will be provided into how the teachers created mashup-enhanced teaching materials
drawing on semiotic resources.
Close Reading as a Tool to Improve Students’ Reading Ability
The present study is contextualized in senior high schools in Taiwan, adopting close reading as
a tool to improve students’ reading ability. Close reading is proposed by the Aspen Institute, an
educational and policy studies organization, as defined below (Brown & Kappes, 2012):
“Close Reading of text involves an investigation of a short piece of text, with multiple readings
done over multiple instructional lessons. Through text-based questions and discussion,
students are guided to deeply analyze and appreciate various aspects of the text, such as key
vocabulary and how its meaning is shaped by context; attention to form, tone, imagery and/or
rhetorical devices; the significance of word choice and syntax; and the discovery of different
levels of meaning as passages are read multiple times.” (p. 2)

Close reading requires readers to go beyond a basic understanding of the text by putting
detailed analytical interpretations on textual meanings in the levels of words, sentences, and
paragraphs (Dalton, 2013; Fang & Pace, 2013). Different from general text comprehension, close
reading emphasizes the process of interrogating the text to bear relevance to our life, our society,
and our world. This aspect of reading is what Taiwanese students lack because they tend to attend
to linguistic-focused reading.
Although teaching procedures of close reading vary, it appears that teachers will generally
follow the following steps: (a) the selection of a complex text for close reading, (b) initial reading,
(c) annotation, (d) repeated reading, (e) text-dependent questions, and (f) responding to the text, as
summarized from the literature (Brown & Kappes, 2012; Fisher & Frey, 2014a, 2014b; Lapp,
Grant, Moss, & Johnson, 2013; Santori & Belfatti, 2016). More specifically, the teacher assigns a
reading text to students for “close reading” and the latter begin reading. After the initial reading, the
students learn to pose questions or ideas for annotations. Then, they reread a certain passage to
answer questions with different purposes. Finally, they are required to provide evidence from the
text to support their responses.
In order to make annotations operational in close reading, the present study adopts Fang and
Schleppegrell’s (2010) functional language analysis framework:
(a) What this text is about (ideational meaning): identifying information obtained through
who, what, how, when, and where; more specifically, participants realized in nouns,
processes realized in verbs, attributes realized in adjectives, circumstances realized in
adverbs and prepositional phrases.
(b) How this text is organized (textual meaning): illustrating how the article is organized and
how cohesion is established.
(c) What the author’s perspective is (interpersonal meaning): analyzing word choices for the
author’s attitude and stance.
The three aspects of functional language serve as metalanguage that can guide students to
annotate what they notice and to respond to the texts, a procedure that can facilitate students’
comprehension and critical thinking (Arizpe & Styles, 2008). This metalanguage was introduced to
the participating teachers as well as their students in the present study when the former engaged the
latter in close reading.
Mashups as a Pedagogical Tool for Close Reading
To help the participating teachers fulfill the objectives of developing close reading skills, the
present study introduces a pedagogical method through the use of mashups. Mashups deal with the
process of combining various forms of data and media by a teacher or student in an educational

setting, potentially serving as dynamic learning materials for use in language classrooms (Kessler,
2013). Mashup is an instructional activity in which students use their smartphone camera to snap a
certain book page and subsequently make annotations on it through picture-editing software.
Mashup is a way to compose various multimodal resources. Research has confirmed that
multimodal composing is a complex, dynamic, recursive process (Bruce, 2009; Smith, 2017). The
present study is designed to explore how English teachers applied mashup to close-reading
instructions. What did the teachers attend to? What did they highlight? What were the organizing
principles behind a particular layout of a mashup? Did the teachers have a preference for particular
visual resources? These questions would determine how the semiotic resources (i.e. lines, texts, and
emojis) are combined in the layout space in order to promote students’ close reading. In this sense,
this study would provide new insights into how the teachers orchestrated and traversed semiotic
modes in composing and creating mashups for the teaching of close reading.
With regard to the use of semiotic resources in the teaching of subject matter content, arrows
are utilized to represent conceptual meanings. For example, Botzer and Yerushalmy (2008)
examined semiotic processes as students produced and interpreted graphs of 2D motion in the
plane. It was found that an arrow was used to point in motion direction and its length was adjusted
to indicate velocity magnitude. The arrow served as an icon to represent abstract physical objects.
Similarly, Weliweriya, Sayre, and Zollman (2019) explored how semiotic resources were used by a
student to make meaning in undergraduate physics problem solving. They found that arrows were
drawn to represent vectors in a certain direction on the loop, with their proportional length
indicating vector magnitude. The results of the two studies have provided an insight into how
arrows are utilized to represent mathematical and scientific concepts. So far, however, there has
been little discussion about the use of arrows as semiotic resource in foreign language teaching and
learning.
Another semiotic resource is emoji. According to Evans (2017), the emoji is a nonverbal
language, which is more comprehensible than natural language encoded by words. Emojis can
enhance written communication in the sense that they are not to substitute written words; instead
they are to reinforce, expand, and annotate written messages (Danesi, 2016). In particular, emojis
can convey emotional tones, such as happiness, laughter, and irony, thereby enabling people to
express opinions, judgments, and attitudes (Danesi, 2020). Furthermore, Danesi (2016) notes that
emojis can “increase the economy of writing” (p. 153) since they can provide many nuances in
meaning, which has to be articulated via phrases and even sentences. In addition, emoji could create
intimacy in written communication. For example, Yoshida (2020) examined how 19 native‐

speaking students at a Japanese university employed emotional scaffolding when they were paired
with 19 Japanese learners at an Australian university to talk in Japanese via online text chats. Each
online text chat lasted for 30 minutes per week for 7 weeks. Results revealed that the Japanese
learners would express emotions using emoticons (e.g. smiling or crying faces) that conveyed “a
bright and positive tone” (p. 14). The emotional scaffolding could trigger positive emotions in the
learners. The previous studies suggested that emojis or emoticons can enhance interpersonal
communication between language learners and native speakers. However, there have been few
empirical investigations into how emotional symbols can be utilized to develop the interpersonal
relationships between the reader and the author in the teaching of close reading.
The literature reviewed above serve to indicate how the present study is situated in the context
of semiotics-based language teaching. Figure 1 illustrates a research framework which reveals the
teaching of close reading using mashups driven by metalanguage based on semiotics.
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Figure 1: the research framework of teaching close reading via mashups
Difficulties And Challenges Encountered in Implementing Multimodal Pedagogy
To prepare students for future work in the 21st century, multimodal pedagogy has been viewed
as an innovative approach to transforming teaching and learning. While these transformed practices
are recommended for curriculums of English as a foreign language, there is a need to highlight
challenges language teachers may face (Kendrick et al., 2006). Much research has pinpointed the
complexity and challenges involved in the use of multimodal resources in the classroom (Eilam,
2012). Multimodal pedagogy presents a number of challenges: Familiarizing oneself with
technological operations is daunting (Hundley & Holbrook, 2013; Li, 2020), performing
multimodal tasks is time-consuming (Li, 2020), and using multimodal texts in centrally controlled
curricula is constrained (Chan & Zhang, 2017; Tan et al., 2010; VelizLeonardo & Hossein, 2020).
These concerns might keep teachers from teaching multimodality. Therefore, a closer examination
of challenges caused by transformed practices is needed.

Li (2020) conducted a study in which nine pre-/in-service teachers designed and produced
multimodal materials and tasks using technology tools in two online graduate courses in the U.S..
The study examined their perceptions about multimodal projects. Consequently, the teachers
encountered a number of problems. In particular, a few participants sought outside help from their
social network when they had technical problems. In addition, some of the teachers thought
producing multimodal projects took more time than they expected. As one participant commented
in an interview, “you expected 15 minutes to create, but it may become 2 hours as you have more
and more to understand.”
Chan and Zhang (2017) advocated the use of multimodal texts in the teaching of reading in
Asian ELT contexts and they identified a number of challenges that might discourage teachers from
implementing multimodal pedagogy. They noted that the challenges had much to do with local
contexts, one of which involved the culture of learning in Asia: students tended to be more passive
when receiving knowledge from teachers and textbooks. In this case, students would probably be
more unwilling to learn when actively using multimodal texts in class.
The findings of the above studies can help the in-service English teachers in the present study
to develop an awareness of the possibility of confronting difficulties and challenges in relation to
teaching close reading using mashups. Most importantly, how did the teachers struggle, adapt,
resist, or change their teaching practices when they applied mashups to developing their students’
close reading skills? Thus, more inquiry is needed to understand potential difficulties and
complexities teachers might face as they attempted to forge ahead into new practices of
incorporating mashups into the teaching of close reading.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Few studies have been conducted to look into the actual process of applying mashups to the
teaching of close reading in foreign language classrooms. Little is known how English teachers
develop pedagogy that enhances the teaching of close reading using multimodal resources. Teachers
need to develop pedagogical knowledge, particularly with regard to how close reading can be
operationalized and how mashups can be utilized to enhance close reading. To address this
problem, the present study created a teacher development community where five high school
English teachers were invited to explore the pedagogy of enhancing close reading among their
students through mashups. In addition, the present study also identifies practical problems involved
in integrating mashups into close reading activities. These research purposes serve to frame the
research questions as follow:
1. How did English teachers apply mashups to the teaching of close reading?

2. What were the problems or challenges the teachers encountered when their students
engaged in close reading using mashups?
METHODOLOGY
Participants
Five in-service senior high school English teachers were invited to participate in this research
project: T1 (male, 26), T2 (female, 42), T3 (female, 40), T4 (female, 32), and T5 (male, 30). They
came from two senior high schools in Taipei. When the teachers were recruited, they were informed
of the details of the research project through a consent form. In particular, they were let known of
their right to withdraw from the research project at any time. The five teachers gathered and formed
a teacher development community led by the researcher. In addition, the participants in this study
also included the five teachers’ students, with roughly 35 students in each class of the five teachers.
Research Tool
The software to be used to mashup in the present study is the PicCollage app. The reason for
choosing this app is that annotations can be easily made through the use of semiotic resources, such
as lines, arrows, text boxes, and emojis. For example, as T2 made mashup annotations in Figure 2,
lines are used to underline key information; arrows, to indicate discourse relationship; text boxes, to
add notes; and emojis, to show the author’s emotions and attitudes.

Figure 2: a screenshot photo of mashup annotations made by T2 using the PicCollage app

Research Procedures
To help the teachers understand the teaching practice behind creating mashups to support the
teaching of close reading for their students, they were invited to participate in a teacher
development community that drew on (a) orientation, (b) collaboration, (c) integration, and (d)
reflection. This teacher development group began in September, 2019, extending over four months.
At the beginning of the first month, a three-hour orientation workshop was conducted to introduce
the teachers to the theory of social semiotics, the concepts and procedures of close reading, and the
operations of mashups. Afterwards, the researcher illustrated how the teaching of close reading
could be enhanced using mashups. Finally, the teachers learned to operate the functionalities of the
mashup software program, i.e. the PicCollage (https://pic-collage.com) on tablet computers.
After the orientation workshop, the teachers moved on to the collaboration stage, in which they
discussed mashup-enhanced teaching of close reading as a team. The collaborative discussion
spanned four months, ending at the end of 2019. During this period, if the teachers had any
technical or pedagogical problems, they could discuss these together online through social media,
i.e. a Line communication group. In order to maintain their discussions, the researcher met the
teachers face to face over three sessions, scheduled in the last weeks of September, October, and
November respectively. The meeting sessions dealt with how the teachers designed their lesson
plans for the mashup-enhanced teaching activities based on particular lessons of the current
textbooks, including the artefacts produced, such as worksheets or handouts in which they would
guide their students to make annotations using semiotic resources (i.e. lines, arrows, texts, and
emojis) provided by the PicCollage app in relation to identifying the ideational, textual, or
interpersonal meanings under the functional language analysis framework (Fang & Schleppegrell,
2010).
The Integration phase took place in November. The teachers put their lesson plans into actual
teaching practice. While the teachers guided their students to practice making annotations through
teacher-generated mashups, the latter also learned to create their own mashups for independent
annotations.
Last but not the least, reflections ensued in November when the teachers began to teach close
reading using mashups. They were encouraged to maintain teaching journals in which they wrote
down their reflections on the real teaching practices, particularly any challenges encountered.
Data Collection
The first research question is to explore how the in-service English teachers taught close
reading using mashups. Data are collected through lesson plans, mashup think-aloud protocols for
creating mashups, and individual interviews. Prior to actual teaching, the teachers were asked to

write up brief lesson plans with a focus on how mashups could be integrated into the teaching of
close reading. Afterwards, they created mashups that would be used as teaching materials in class.
In order to understand how they composed semiotic resources (i.e. lines, arrows, text boxes, and
emojis) afforded by the PicCollage app in creating mashups, the composing process was videorecorded through a think-aloud protocol, in which they were trained to articulate how and why the
semiotic resources were combined to support the annotations on the reading texts. The video
recordings were then transcribed verbatim for data analysis. Finally, individual interviews were
conducted with the teachers to clarify any ideas which might have been vague in the lesson plans
and in the think-alouds. Each interview took 30-40 minutes and was audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim for data analysis.
The second research question is to identify the difficulties or challenges the in-service teachers
encountered in teaching close reading with mashups. Data are collected through reflective reports
and post-teaching interviews. Through the reflective reports, the teachers wrote down their
reflections on any difficulties encountered and the ways to tackle them over the course of
implementing the mashup-enhanced teaching of close reading. On the other hand, individual postteaching interviews were conducted, in which the researcher confirmed with the teachers regarding
any vagueness or incompleteness spotted in the reflective reports, in order to deepen his
understanding of how they tackled challenges. All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim for data analysis.
Data Analysis
Data regarding the in-service teachers’ mashup-enhanced teaching come from lesson plans,
think-aloud transcripts, and post-think-aloud interview transcripts. A theoretical framework that
integrates social semiotics (Halliday, 1976; Jewitt, 2009; Kress, 2003, 2010) and a functional
language analysis framework (Fang & Schleppegrell, 2010) is adopted to guide data analysis.
Drawing on a qualitative approach to data analysis (Corbin & Strauss, 2008), the researcher began
by reading lesson plans to locate teaching objectives related to the teaching of identifying
ideational, textual, and interpersonal meanings. Furthermore, by closely viewing the mashups and
reading the think-aloud transcripts, the researcher attended to what annotations were made and how
the annotations were enhanced through mashups. Coding would probably be generated, for
example, “using a smile emoji to identify the author’s positive emotion towards a passage.” Several
coding labels in this regard might ultimately develop into a pattern, for example, “using emojis to
illustrate interpersonal meaning.” Finally, the same data analysis procedure was applied to postthink-aloud interview transcripts, in order to triangulate the findings emerging from lesson plans
and mashup think-aloud transcripts.

Data regarding the difficulties encountered in implementing mashup-enhanced close reading
come from the reflective reports and post-teaching interview transcripts. The researcher undertook a
thematic analysis (Patton, 2002): coding the raw data and creating categories that encompass
similar codes. In particular, coding focused on the in-service teachers’ narratives on difficulties or
challenges where they probably struggled, adapted, resisted, or changed their teaching practices
when they applied mashups to promote close reading. The data were re-read to compare ideas
between the two data sources. The researcher might add, delete, and modify themes after going
back to the data to seek clarifications. Finally, particular reflection passages and interview
quotations are selected to support any themes that emerge.
FINDINGS
How Teachers Taught Close Reading Using Mashups
The five participating teachers represented three levels of close reading via a variety of
functionalities afforded by PicCollage. To represent ideational meanings, they underlined key
words or messages and subsequently enhanced them through the use of text boxes. For example,
they highlighted adjectives and adverbs associated with emotions, flagged action verbs used in the
diary, and marked key information in response to “wh” questions.
Underlining and circling enabled them to draw students’ attention to linguistic features and
information in an easy, intuitive manner. Sample quotes from teachers are given below:
I can immediately point out the location I am referring to. (T1, mashup think-aloud
protocol)
Underlining can help locate adjectives and adverbs easily. (T4, mashup think-aloud
protocol)
Circling words is highly intuitive. (T4, post-think-aloud interview)
By circling words, we can direct students’ attention to key information, such as meaning
rather than grammar. (T5, post-think-aloud interview)
Furthermore, the teachers enhanced underlined and circled words or phrases using the text box
function in order to help students better understand the meanings of the markings. As T1 elaborated,
“If students still don’t understand the meaning of circled words, I will use “text box” to enhance the
“what” information during reading” (T1, mashup think-aloud protocol). For example, in the text
dealing with Taipei’s Shilin night market, T1 highlighted information relating to “what”, “where”,
and “who” questions as illustrated below in Figure 3.

Figure 3: key information represented via underline and text box
To represent textual meaning, the teachers used arrows and text boxes. For example, T2
indicated text cohesion by circling transitional words and then linking them via an arrow as
illustrated in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4: textual cohesion represented via circle and double arrows
T2’s explanation of the process of representing textual meaning is given in the following
quotation:
I will ask the students to read the text again, and then have them mark some important
transitional words, circle them, and then use arrows to link them. For example, in the
third paragraph, the phrase “in fact” introduces a tone change from the previous
paragraph which talked about the benefits of mobile phones. Now the author admits that,
rather than being beneficial, having a mobile phone had led to her spending too much
time in social networking sites, and that her academic performance had been affected.
The arrow was used to alert the reader to this contrast between the second and third
paragraphs. (T2, mashup think-aloud protocol)
Another aspect of textual meaning was described by T4 who highlighted chronological order
by circling time phrases and linking them by means of arrows. The teacher’s description is given in
the quotation below.

I would first guide them to think about how the information in diaries are represented,
with a focus on time order. In this case, I would invite my students to circle time markers
and then link them using arrows. (T4, mashup think-aloud protocol)
To represent interpersonal meaning, emojis were used. In particular, T1 utilized emojis to
indicate the author’s positive emotions. In an article about the Shilin night market, the teacher
demonstrated how students could make sense of the author’s attitude towards this tourist spot by
circling an adjective, i.e. “popular,” for his/her recommendation and enhancing this tone via a ‘thumbup’ emoji (illustrated in Figure 3 above).

This annotation is revealed in the mashup think-aloud

transcription below.

I let the students use emojis to show what kind of emotions are expressed by the author’s
adjectives. This can be seen in the word, “popular”, which conveys a positive tone that
cab be indicated by the use of a “thumbs up” sticker. (T1, mashup think-aloud protocol)

Another representation of interpersonal meaning took place when T2 encouraged students to
identify the tone of a passage in the article “Goodbye, John,” in which the author gives her cell
phone the name “John”, and indicates her desire to break up with him due to his negative effects on
her study and ‘begs’ her phone not to be too upset at this rejection. This ‘pleading’ tone was
signified by adding a ‘begging’ emoji (see Figure 5 below).

Figure 5: the author’s emotion represented via a begging emoji
The teacher’s views are expressed below.
The author is breaking up with her phone, not because “he” hasn’t been good to her but
rather that this relationship has started to dominate her life and is adversely affecting
other things she values such as having time to be with friends or family or read books. So
I think that in saying “Please don’t take any of this personally” suggests that she is
pleading with her counterpart to understand why she wants to break up and not blame
her for her decision. So I added a ‘begging’ emoji beside these words. (T2, mashup
think-aloud protocol).

Another instance of representing interpersonal meaning is illustrated in a text which described
the author’s surprise in finding a pimple on her nose.
In the second paragraph, the author writes : “Oh my God! How could this happen? Right
on the top of my nose was a huge red zit.” This clearly indicates that the author is very
surprised, so this was highlighted by putting a “surprised” face next to these words. (T5,
mashup think-aloud protocol)
This annotation is illustrated in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: the author’s emotion represented via a surprised emoji
T5 and T4 appreciated how interpersonal meaning could be conveyed by adding emojis , with
the intent of encouraging a closer reading of the text by engaging students’ emotions. Such thoughts
were articulated in post-think-aloud interviews.
The purpose of reading other people’s articles is to understand and express how they
are feeling. Therefore, it is useful to include emojis. (T5, post-think-aloud interview)
It is important to find a suitable visual element to represent what students have indicated
in the article. By doing so, it allows them to comprehend at a level beyond reading the
text and forces them to contemplate how to represent their understanding of the text.
(T4, post-think-aloud interview)
Furthermore, emojis seem to be a helpful meaning-making tool, particularly for language
learners. T3 stated that emojis are able to convey information which can compensate for the learners’
limited language ability. This idea is expressed in the interview transcriptions below.
In fact, the adjectives we could use are very limited, but the range of emoji stickers’
meanings may be a bit richer. (T3, post-think-aloud interview)

Sometimes meaning is actually difficult to express accurately, especially when they
[students] use English… So I think sometimes when words are insufficient, the use of
images is a useful supplement. In this sense, students are more able to express their
thoughts. (T3, post-think-aloud interview)
Problems and Solutions
Implementation of the mashup activity encountered three major problems: (a) excess time
consumption, (b) difficulties in operating the picture-editing software, and (c) reduced independent
exploration by students of mashup-enhanced texts.
The mashup activity was found to be very time consuming and interfered with other activities
in the class schedule.
Insufficient time becomes a huge issue for teachers, especially when they are
allocating their time to making mashups as well as preparing lessons. (T4, reflective
report)
I have to use extra time to train students to use their iPads. This often delays the
completion of other activities in the usual class schedule. (T1, reflective report)
To overcome this problem, it was suggested that the mashup activity be used in elective
courses.
It will be much easier if this mashup activity was implemented in elective courses that
are free from the pressure of having to make a prescribed rate of progress in the
regular curriculum. (T3, post-teaching interview)
A second problem is that teachers encountered a number of bugs in the picture-editing
software including that the picture on the screen moved too readily (T1), lines sometimes appear off
the image (T3), and layers occasionally did not line up (T4). In particular, T3 reported that students
found it difficult to underline because of the thickness of the underlying strokes and insufficient
spacing. However, she accepted that “Every app has its limitations and different apps can be used to
complement each other. Also, while this particular software was not perfect, it still provided a lot of
advantages over simply using paper-based textbooks.” Nevertheless, to overcome the technical
difficulty, T4 suggested that we can use Instagram as a substitute for PicCollage software since
students were all familiar with it.

Lastly, it was thought that students’ learning might be negatively affected by this new learning
format, as commented by T5.
I worry that some students might not feel comfortable about learning using an iPad
(the mashup activity) or feel that this way of learning doesn’t help their English
learning. (T5, post-teaching interview)
In addition, T4 noted that students might not appreciate that the mashup activity required them
to actively make meaning of multimodal texts rather than merely passively receiving input from the
teacher.
Information in visual symbols can be interpreted in a variety of ways and, initially,
students might not have the confidence to interpret this in their own unique way.
Therefore, I ended up spending more time than I had expected, dealing with students’
feelings of confusion and uncertainty. (T4, reflective report)
DISCUSSION
This research found that the teachers were able to apply semiotic resources to the teaching of
ideational, textual, and interpersonal aspects of reading texts. Ideational information was
represented by lines (underlining and circling) and the use of text boxes; textual structure, by the
use of circles and arrows; and the interpersonal relationship between the author and readers, by the
use of emojis. On the other hand, teachers confronted challenges related to excess time
consumption, weaknesses in operating the picture-editing software, and students’ less active
exploration of mashup-enhanced texts.
The teachers used lines to convey both ideational (e.g. to key information encoded by nouns,
adjectives, adverbs, and verbs) and textual meanings (e.g. coherence and chronological order).
Previous studies (Botzer & Yerushalmy, 2008; Weliweriya et al., 2019) have also suggested that
lines could be utilized to represent subject matter concepts. The use of lines may be explained by
the fact that they are easy to use and naturally orient students’ attention.
As for representing interpersonal meaning, a variety of emotions and emotional actions were
expressed in the texts, including happiness, pleading, and surprise. In these cases, the teachers felt
that language learners’ attention could be drawn to these feelings when they are represented by
appropriate emojis. This finding is in agreement with Yoshida (2020), who found emojis or
emoticons could “add intimacy to written texts” (p. 14) when language learners talked with native
speakers using online text chats. The teachers also thought that emojis were a useful pedagogical
tool to augment the information conveyed by language learners’ verbal expressions. This finding

supports Danesi’s (2016) idea that emojis can “increase the economy of writing” (p. 153) due to
their ability to express subtle shades of meaning that would otherwise be beyond the capability of
novice language learners. In summary, the results suggest that teachers can represent interpersonal
meanings using emojis, in response to a need for the emotional aspect of language teaching, as
argued by Richards (2020).
In addition to shedding light on how English teachers used mashups, the present study also
identified three challenges the teachers encountered which might discourage the use of this
multimodal pedagogy. The first related to time consumption. The teachers found that they spent a
large amount of time preparing for lessons, training students to use the PicCollage software on
iPads, and doing hands-on practice with students and this time investment interfered with the
teaching of other scheduled tasks. This is in keeping with Li (2020) who also noted the time
consuming nature of multimodal tasks.
The second challenge encountered was difficulties in operating the picture-editing software
PicCollage. In particular, it was found that lines written with thick strokes did not fit in the limited
spaces between sentences. Also, learning to operate the software was found to be a demanding
process. Similar problems were reported by Hundley and Holbrook (2013) and Li (2020). However,
as the teachers suggested, this problem could probably be solved by simply using another app (e.g.
Instagram).
The last issue identified was a concern that students may be less actively exploring mashupenhanced texts. It was observed that the students seemed to prefer passively receiving knowledge
from teachers and textbooks rather than trying to make sense of the various layers of meaning of the
subject matter content on their own. This finding is consistent with that of Chan and Zhang (2017)
who suggested that implementing multimodal pedagogy may pose a challenge in Asian ELT
contexts where students are accustomed to passively receiving knowledge from teachers and
textbooks. This problem suggests that representational skills have not been explicitly taught in
current schools, as noted by Lim et al. (2020), who reported that developing representing skills may
enable students to integrate information coded in pictures with that provided by words themselves.
CONCLUSION
Before this study, knowledge of how mashups were actually used in an educational context
was based purely on anecdotal reports. The findings reported here shed new light on how tacit
meaning in texts can be highlighted by means of semiotic resources. In particular, the teachers
demonstrated their ability to represent subject matter content multimodally by marking key verbal

information using lines, indicating textual organization using arrows, and highlighting emotions
expressed in the text using emojis. As such, the teaching of reading has shifted from focusing on
linguistic comprehension to engaging in social practice illustrated in visual-verbal ensembles.
However, the present study also identified three challenges the teachers faced in using mashup
texts: (a) time consumption, (b) inconvenient operations of picture-editing software, and (c)
students’ less active exploration of mashup-enhanced reading. Despite these issues, it seemed that
the teachers became more informed about multimodal pedagogy in relation to orchestrating visualverbal modes. Overall, this study provides a model for successfully teaching close reading from the
perspective of social semiotics.
There are limitations in this study. Firstly, this specific learning context in which the teaching
took place leaves open the question of the degree to which these findings can be generalized to
other English teaching environments. Furthermore, studies need to be carried out in order to
examine how mashups can be applied to other teaching contexts, such as elective courses in K-12
schools that are not constrained by being a part of a centrally controlled curricula. In addition, this
study was limited to the teaching of close reading and it is not clear if this multimodal pedagogy
can be successfully applied to other areas of language teaching. A final limitation is the use of
mashups. Further studies regarding other forms of multimodal representation would be worthwhile.
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一、 參加會議經過
每年舉辦一次的 JALTCALL 會議，今年受到疫情影響改成線上形式，
超過 300 位來自世界各地的語言教師與研究者參加，有 Zoom 即時發表

與 YouTube 預錄直播兩種形式，為期兩天，總共有 88 個場次，大多數
場次都是網路應用程式與行動科技軟體的教學應用研討，也有很多場次與
語料庫的教學應用有關，只有少數幾場是跟多模態與雙語教學有關。

今年的專題演講是由 Dr. Charles Browne 主講 Utilizing Corpusbased Wordlists with Free Online Resources: A Modular Approach.
本演講主要介紹演講者幫助英語為第二語言學習者創建的七個語料庫衍生
的高頻詞彙表，並且介紹很多免費的網路應用軟體和資源，可用於教學、
學習、評估、製作教材以及研究。這些工具包括互動式的閃示卡、診斷測
驗、遊戲，詞彙分析應用程式，文本創建工具等。每個單詞列表都提供該
類型語言的極高覆蓋率（92％或更高），包括常規日常英語（NGSL），
口語（NGSL-S），學術性列表英語（NAWL），商務英語（BSL），多
益英語（TSL），兒童英語（NDL）和健身英語（FEL）。大多數清單是
採用模組化方法開發的，因此可以有效地混合以滿足廣泛的學術需求。

此外因應國內的雙語教學政策，我也看了一場海報展示，題目是
Quizlet and Slack in English for Mathematics，發表者解釋為什麼使用

Quizlet 和 Slack 應用於用英語教數學的情境中，討論透過這兩個應用程
式改善學習者的學習經驗。演講者說數學英語課程是為日本理工學院的大
學生和數學老師設計的課程，但是他們發現學生在認識數學概念時會遇到
許多新的詞彙，並且感到困難。為了解決這個問題，透過 Slack 應用程式
創建並派發的 Quizlet 字彙列表，提供學習者在每次課程之前和期間進行
練習。Slack 是一個訊息傳遞平台，具有直觀的工作區管理功能，提供了
交流想法和提出問題的空間，而 Quizlet 則提供了一種更加有趣且多樣化
的方式來練習新詞彙，使用這兩個應用程式可使學習者更快地掌握詞彙
表。

另外一場跟雙語教育有關的 Show & Tell: Designing CALL into a
CLIL Curriculum，主講者說十多年來日本一直很強調學科課程中的主動
學習（Active Learning），其作法就是採用 CLIL 的教學方式，並且在此
類課程中加入 CALL 元素。講者特別示範與說明 Web 的應用程式以及一
些線上/離線工具是如何應用於課程內容的傳送、語言習得、課程管理、
反思和評量等方面。

還有一場海報展示是 Effective usage of ICT in review and feedback
in EFL class，主講者認為 Office 365 表單是一項有用的服務，可收集學
生的反饋，由於易於收集資料，通常用於創建反饋調查表; 但是 Office
365 表單也值得用於複習測驗，因為學生可以輕鬆地使用智慧型手機來存
取，亦即學生掃描 Office 365 表單創建的測驗 QR 碼，然後送出答案，
測驗的結果會立即顯示在手機上，以便學生可以迅速查看其測驗結果，這
可以幫助大學生獲得一點成就感。主講者進行了前後調查，詢問大學生對
於學習詞彙的看法以及滿意度，結果顯示多數學生都持正面的看法，認為
這是一個方便的學習字彙方式。

我也看了 Application of Flipgrid: ESL video activities conducted
via student smartphones 的發表，主講者說影片軟體錄製和社交媒體平
台 Flipgrid 被整合為岩手大學 Moodle 課程平台，目的是讓學生有更多
使用英語的機會，擺脫傳統文法翻譯法的學習方式。主講者討論他們如何
使用 Flipgrid，讓學習者根據科學相關主題進行演講作業，檢視學生如何
1）使用 Flipgrid 上傳和分享簡短的演示文稿，2）使用 Flipgrid 影片討
論課堂和小組討論的主題，以及 3）使用 Flipgrid 並帶有口語回饋功能，

以便教師進行形成性和總結性評量，整個演講鼓勵老師嘗試新科技，以便
進一步提高英語在課堂中的交流性。

最後，感謝科技部專題研究計畫的經費贊助，讓此次的行程得以順
利完成，並且收穫滿滿！

二、 我發表論文的摘要

How high school English teachers taught close reading using mash-ups
Drawing on social semiotics theory, this study intends to explore how the teaching
of close reading was enhanced through the combinations of verbal and visual
resources to achieve specific communicative purposes. In this sense, mash-up is a
pedagogical tool, in which language and media can be integrated to make meaning.
However, few studies have been conducted to investigate the actual process of
applying mash-ups to foreign language teaching. To fill this research gap, the
present study aims to understand how English teachers taught close reading through
mash-ups as well as to explore how they addressed the challenges or problems
encountered. Firstly, five in-service senior high school English teachers were
oriented towards a mash-up tool, i.e. book-snap, through which they could annotate
reading texts using a photo editing app, PicCollage. Then, they learned to teach
reading lessons in which book-snaps were utilized to help their students promote
critical thinking and increase affective engagement. Lastly, the teachers reflected on
the book-snap activity. Regarding the integration of book-snaps into close reading,
data collected through lesson plans, think-aloud sessions, and interviews suggest that
while the teachers preferred to annotate key information through doodling functions
such as underline and circle, they tended to indicate authors’ attitudes via emojis
available on PicCollage. On the other hand, data regarding the difficulties in actual

teaching collected through reflective teaching journals, classroom observations, and
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